SPORTS HERITAGE COLLECTIONS
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
26 OCT 2018 | MUSEU FUTEBOL CLUBE DO PORTO
SPEAKERS:

- **Justine Reilly** | Sporting Heritage Association
  - “What’s your sporting story? The relevance of sporting collections and how to support their development”.

- **Patricia Reymond** | Olympic Foundation for Culture and Heritage of Lausanne
  - “Wear on Sportswear, Fatigue as Historical Value”.

- **Caterina Florio** | The Canadian Museum of History
  - “Tangible Signs of the Myth: The Hockey Sweater of Rocket Richard”.

- **Lénia Fernandes** | Nederlands Fotomuseum
  - “Sport through Ed van der Elsken’s lens: the conservation of colour slides at the Nederlands Fotomuseum”.

- **Mike Smith** | Hockey Museum
  - “The development of the hockey stick”.

- **Susan Rees** | Qatar Olympic and Sports Museum
  - “Conserving a Local and International Sports collection in the Middle East, some challenges and observations”.

- **Carla Felizardo** | Centro de Conservação e Restauro da Universidade Católica
  - “The conservation of the FC Porto’s sports collection”.

- **Luís Valente** | Museu FC Porto
  - “Sports museums as part of the touristic and cultural itineraries: The case of FC Porto and the Dragão Stadium”.

- **Francisco Araújo** | Book Author
  - “The Dragon’s Skin - The history of FC Porto through collections of match worn shirts”.

- **The National Football Museum**

- **Malte Von Pidoll** | German Football Museum
  - Far beyond football - The 20th century as it unfurled through the german national sport.

- **Jordi Penas i Babot** | Museu Barcelona
  - “Club Heritage & Tecnology = Future sustainability”.

- **Stephen Done** | Liverpool FC Story
  - “They have a stadium, we have a home, they have supporters, we are family - This Means More: How Liverpool FC uses history to inform the present”.

- **Hélène Barbiero** | Musée National du Sport
  - The conservation of the sporting heritage through some cases study of Musée National du Sport.

PRACTICAL INFORMATIONS:

- **Duration** | One day, 26 October 2018
  - Check-in - 9h00-9h30
  - Welcome - 10h00
  - End - 17h00

- **Location** | Museu FC Porto (Estádio do Dragão, Via Futebol Clube do Porto - in front of Estádio do Dragão metro station).

- **Number of participants** | Subject to auditorium capacity

- **Registration fee** | VAT included
  - Before 18 Aug: 125€
  - After 18 Aug: 150€
  - Students: 90€

  **Note**: Coffee Break and Tour FC Porto Museum + Stadium (27 Oct) included

SOCIAL EVENT:

- **26th Oct** | Dinner on the 26th Oct
  - To be scheduled
  - Not included in the registration fee

- **27th Oct** | Tour FC Porto Museum + Stadium
  - 10h00

**Register for the Conference contact** | 2021@2021.pt

**Note**: Please do not pay until your registration is confirmed.